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Los Angeles Wheelmen VP Report - January 28, 2020
Hello All:
Sunday: Last Sunday we were riding from Alhambra and making a roundabout trip to Whittier. We had a total of 11 riders which is really pretty good
compared to recent rides. I took the usual photo at the start:

From left to right: Nancy Domjanovich, Chris Hedberg, Jacques Stern, Gary Murphy, Phil Whitworth, Thomas Knoll, Rafal Karpinski, Kit Gray
and Russ Brynes. We were later joined by Mario to make 11. I believe 3 did the medium route while the rest of us did the long. Surprisingly, we all
pretty much stayed together throughout the entire ride. It was a cloudy day. The weatherman had promised some sun by the afternoon but it never
really developed. A couple of times the sun would peek through and I would see my shadow for a few seconds. I would think at last the sun is coming
out, but then it would go behind the clouds again and wouldn't be seen for a half hour when it would shine for another few seconds. If we totaled up 30
seconds of sun for the entire ride, I would be surprised. Despite that, it wasn't such a bad day. It was nice enough that most of the group ate at an
outdoor table at lunch. Phil took this photo at lunch

Next Sunday: This Sunday is sort of a double holiday. It is Super Bowl Sunday and also Groundhog Day. Cycling doesn't have much to do with either
one, but why not join us to celebrate anyway. A lot of people will probably be staying home to watch the game so it might be a good day to get out and
ride. And if you are interested in watching the game yourself -- not to worry -- it doesn't start until 3:30. You might have to catch the first quarter on the
radio as you drive home, but you should definitely be home in time for the 2nd half. Our routes this Sunday start in the City of Orange and head out to
Corona. The short just gets to the edge of Corona and returns. The medium makes a loop around Corona before returning and the long adds a trip out
to Tom's Farm for lunch before returning. Except for a moderate climb on the long route after lunch, the routes aren't very hilly and they do get you out
to Corona where we don't often go. NOTE: There is no connection between the coronavirus and the city of Corona, so rest easy. Actually, I think it is
connected to drinking Corona beer. Anyway, I hope to see you there. If you don't join us, you might be doomed to live the day over and over again.
Meeting Minutes: We held a club meeting last Thursday. The minutes of that meeting are attached: Read them at your leisure.
Parting Shot. I don't have anything else to say tonight. With Groundhog Day coming up I'm sure they will be showing the movie several times this
coming week. Here is a still from the movie

See the bakery in the background -- I used to stop tn there after school all the time to get a cookie. They made great cookies.
See You On The Road
Rod Doty, VP
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